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ABSTRACT

The major distinctions between evaluation and
research are exaained, the chief differences being the intent ati
type of criteria against which judgments are made. Conceptualization
of the evaluation process in higher education is discussed on two
levels. A collection of nine similes for understanding evaluation is
examined in terms of 'major activities, advantages, and disadvantages:evaluation as: (1) measurement: (i) expert judgment of worth: (3)
assessment between performance and objectives: (4) the basis for
decisions: (5) a goal-free process: (6) conflict w:esolution: (7)
complacency reauction: (8) a change agent: and (9) ritual.
Consideration is given to three types of formal evaluation models:
the experimental, ecological, and eclectic approaches. The program
evaluation process considered most restricting, that built into the
buaget process, is examined in detail. An investigation is also made
of the purpose and practice of evaluation according to organizational
level: state legislative audit, review by a state coordinating board,
tvlticampus scrutiny, campus program evaluation, accrediting revieW, .

and departmental study. Factors that affect usefulness of program
evaluation reportssuch as timing, comparisons to similar units, and
format--are diacussed. The Florida State University system is
described. Speculation about the future of the practice is made by
examining present practices in diverse policy areas: nontraditional
delivery syste6,s, government revenue reduction schemes (taxpayer
advocacy), management, regulation of professions, and consumer
protection. (MSE)
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Foreword

One aspect of "accountability" is to demonstrate that an activity or
program is fulfilling its stated purposes. One result of decreasing in-
come is to examine mole ilosdy the activities and programs of an or-
ganization to see if they are efficiently performed, effective, and need-
ed. Thus the increased demand for accountability and the pressures
of limited resources have greatly increased the need for program
evaluation.

When program evaluation is suggested. it is often greeted with
skepticism or apprehension. In its extreme, program evaluation is seen
as a process to either legitimize an activity or to develop a rationale
to cin back or eliminate. Obviously, there is a large middle, ground
for the use and results of program mIttation. its success depends on
how well the process is diought out, how accurately the data is
gathered, and how honestly it is analyzed.

lkfore prop am evaluation can begin, there first must be some
basic understanding ioncerning what is meant by evaluation and
knowledge «incetning the various evaluation procedures and tech-
niques that are a%ailalile. This research report by Charles E. Feasley,
Coordinator of Operational Services, Extended Learning Institute, at
Northern Virginia Community C.ollege, reviews and analyzes the
major literature mu erned with program evaluation. Alter discussing
what is meant by program evaluation and describing nine ways that
program evaluation is used. Dt. Feaslev examines the various models
that underlie all program evaluation attivily. It is anticipated that
this report will help to establish a more logical foundation for pro-
gram evalnation and. when shared with all the parties involved, will
help to develop plans of program evaluation that will encourage co-
operation and minimize anxieties.

Jonathan D. Fife, Director

EPIC 18Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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Overview

The major distinctions between evalnation and research are ex-amined, the chic( differences being the intent and type of criteriaagainM which judgments are made. the intent of research is to knowsomething in generaliz.ible cva%, %chile the intent of ecaltiation is tomake a choice bete.'een options in a given situation. While both re-search and evaluation must hme internal validity (measure what theyare supposed to measure). external validity is much more importantfor research than evaluation. However, the data collected for evalita-don must he tonsidered believable by its users.
Conceptualization of the evaluation process i% discussed in the re-port on two levels. A colketion of nine similes for understandingevaluation is examined in terms of major activities, advantages, anddisadvantages: evaluation as (I) measurement; (2) expert judgmentof worth: (3) assessment between perfortnance and objectives; (4)the basis for decisions: (i) a goal-free process: (6) conflict resolution;(7) complacent% reduction: (8) a changt agent; and (9) ritual.Both the evaluator and user of evaluation studies will expand theirunderstandings of the milieu of the evaluation .process by consideringthese diverse similes.
On a higher level of detail than ,he similes, consideration is nextgiven to three tc pes of formal evaluation models. The first modelthat emerges is the experimental approach. It is viewed as in-cluding goal-based, quasi-experimental, and classical experimentalapproaches. In general. the formai assists policy-makers in deridingwhether to continue or eliminate a given organization's program. Itfunctions best when Applied to uniform. fixed svstems of activitiesand actors.

As questions mounted relative to a need tor a proces% (formative)evahtation instead of onlv a product (sinnmative) evaluation, interest%hilted to ull ecologn al apitroach. with its incorporation of multipleperspectives and methodologies. The ecological approach works beston a changing, complex program rather than a fixed one. Its aim isdescription and interpretation tor program adjustment instead ofprediction, whit h is thonght w emerge from experitnental approaches(Mims 197g).

'mit (.1 h. .host .d,btt I 1 ...1;bjet cublogiealmodels. diet,. b't kali( hes that list leatores ot both
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experimental and ecological modek. Cleall. it is important that an
evaluator and consumei of each evaluation pinpoint all the pnrposes
for a given stock as a prelude to wlecting among all the available

evaluation apploaches and techniques.

fin At pOt entiall program constricting process for program
evaluation one that is a part of the regular budgeting process.
rherefore, basic elements, benefits. and deficits of principal budgeting

apprOachrs are t ;minted simultaneouslv with their ability to fa-

cilitate a quality program evaluation. Partial performance budgets

and iero-bae budgets appear to be more supportive of sound pro-

gram evaluation practice than are incremental or formula budgets.
However. much Wore tune and line-staff involvement is required.

In this report an investigation is also made of the multiple per-
spectives cm purpose and practice of program evaluation that exist
according to institutional level: state legislative audit, review by state

comdinating board for higher education, multicampus scrutiny,
campus program evaluation, and department study. Evaluations were
initiallv begun to determine the. need for proposed programs and

have spread to encompass most existing programs on a screening

schedule if not au intensive basis. Another trend noted is that al-
though earls state-lesel reviews were limited to quantitative factors,

more recent Fes iews have included qualitative considerations as well.
rhe use ot both kinds of data produces a more thorough, politically
sound program evalnation.

Considerable debate has taken place on the extent to which goals

and ohjeetises should he the lot th of evaluations. Deficiencies in the

usefuluess of ',Iowan! ;lc tivity reviews has been related to a lack of
precision existing in the statement and measurement of program out-

comes. In response to such criticism, many schemata have been

delineated for interrelating an(1 valuing program goals and objectives.

In this leport discussion is also focused on the content of organi-
rational goals and how to avoid the trap of examining only stated
goals. Those :Ktions to be taken because of these concerns include:

(I) looking for unintencled outcomes: (2) determining with program

personnel what are malistic goals; and (3) measuring objectives at
several points in the eva Ina t ion process.

Fhe report states that the principal purposes of evaluation can
be said to In. planning. imptosement. and justification. The phases

ot au evaluation ptot esti are seen to be foundalion (establishing thc

scope (it the evaluation). inlormation gathering, and judgment. Par-

ti( ipants itu ans etahiation process will he administrators and faculty
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of the unit under evaluation, other institutional constituents outside
the unit being evaluated, consultants from outside the institution, or
a combination of any of these groups.

Factors that influence the usefulness ffif evaluation reports, such as
timing, comparisons to similar units, and format are discussed atlength. Multiple measures and diverse instruments are seen to im-
prove the validity and reliability of a program evaluation. Also con-
sidered important are political and ethical aspects of conducting an
evaluation.

Speculation about the future of program evaluations is made by
examining present practices in diverse policy are'as: nontraditional
delivery systems, government revenue reduction schemes (taxpayer
advocacy), management (measures of administrative quality), regula-
don of prcfessions (quality assurance), and consumer protection (em-
powerment of the individual).

u



What Evaluation Is and Is Not

What We Treasure vertut What We Measure

In a comprehensive study of the congruence between ideal goal
preferences and goals act ually observed by faculty, trustees, and ad-
ministrator% of a geographically dispersed set of institutions of six
different kinds (public doctoral-granting institutions, private doctoral-
granting institutions, public comprehensive universities 'and colleges,
private comprehensive universities and colleges, liberal arts colleges,
and two-year colleges and institutions), Romney and Micek (1977)
noted that most of the measures ol progress for goals not given a high
priority by. all 'three respondent groups are the data state agencies
tequire institutions to collect. Some examples are the number of
studcnts enrolled, the number of full-time equivalent students, and
grade-point average:.

As a result of diminishing state resources and the severe questioning
of all societal institutions that has taken place in the past decades,
there is a compelling need to -measure what is transpiring within and
as a result of society's social and educational programs. The two prin-
cipal approat hes to such measurement, evaluation and research, are
often confused with one another. A discussion of the similarities and
differences of these two fundamental concepts follows.

Evaluation versus Research

It is tomtnonly stated that evaluation produces "worth labels" for
some set of options within a decision situation. In contrast, it is said
that research produces "truth claims" that are generalizable and serve
as a basis tor theory building (Popham 1975). Woodrow Clark (1977)
suggests that it is useful to compare research and evaluation by look-
ing at one's intention and one or more barriers to accomplishing
that intention. Within research we want to know wmething in a
generalizable way. The barriers to knowing in that way are twofold.
First, the idea .we want to understand has not been systematically
examined before. Second, prior investigation of the ideas has been
inconclusive. On the other hand, within evaluation we have the in-
tention of making a choice between options. Barriers stem from the
facts that the worth of the options is unclear and the information
needs of the decision-maker are also unclear (Clark 1977, p. 9).

The most thorough discussion of similarities and differences between



researc h and evaltratitm can be found in Worthen and Sanders (1973).Fhey lotus their discussion on tertain analytical elements:
Motivation of the hivestrgatm: Research and evaluation are under-taken for ditto rut icasons. Rewarch is undertaken in response to'curiosity about an idea. Use of collected information is left to the
mitural processes of dissemination and applkation (Weiss 1972, p. 6).whit h is generally the publication of results. In contrast. becauseevaluation is intended to aitl ii, the resolution of a particular-kind of
pragmatic problem. there is a vet y intentional st hew for distributing
the results to decision-makers:
Objective of tire Search: Different outcomes arc sought by research
and evalnatiolL' An evaluation study will collect specific data wanted
by a given dectsion-maker. Thus the study is directly requested and
supported by that polit-maker to produce decisions. In contrast. only
the investigators 01 re,earch will wlect hypotheses and contexts in
whicli to test lit whew.. 'Flie final outcome will be conclusions about
phenomena.
Role of Theolv: Research is the search for laws about the relation-
ships mmHg two or mon, flastrt of objects or activities, while evalua-
tion (lest rilws the value c haracteristics of a specific thing.
Role of Explailattms: A 11111V adequate evaluation can .describe the
yalue(s) of the subject under !Armin), without providing an explana-
tion of how the ellects Irt' generated. On the other hand, research is«mdin led to pinpoint cathc-auld:effect relationsWps and trends.
Properf of the Phenomenti: Evalnation is an activity designed to
productn. :hsessinent tit worth (so( ial ntility (0. a thing). Research is an

tivitY intemled to assess st ieutific truth, which is characterizedby two principal properties: empirical verifiability and logical con-

GenewlIzahrlity of the Phruomenn: Evaluation can also he dktin-
guislwd from researt It by the extent to which generalizations can bemade about phenomena across time, across geography, and across
types of educational actitity. Researt h is said to produce results that
M.(' highly geneializable in all thin. ways. 1Vhile product evaluation
is usitalls generalizable With vt'spct-t to geography, program evalua-
tion has limited gencialization with regard to all three elements
(Worthen uml Satulers I 1. p. 271.

bire.trizative hrogric,: 'Hien, has not been widespread agreement
on tlw extent to whit It i cwan h IIId evaluation share investigative
techniqi Ies. sem al %sitters have stated that comparative experimental
design, whit It is a frequent method of investigation within a research



study, is not appropriate for an evaluation study (Carroll 1965; Crol-
bath 1963; Guba and Stufflebeam 1968). On the opposite side of this
issue, in addition to Worthen and Sanders (1973), those writen that
have concluded that there is very little difference in investigative
approaches are Stake and Denny (1969, p. 374), Weiss (1972, p, 6),
and Hemphill (1969, p. 220).

Worthen and Sanders (1973) speculated that a researcher can "get
away with" using the tools of only one discipline, since he chooses
the question that is under investigation and would rarely Ask a ques-
tion that forces him outside the discipline in which he was trained
(p. 135). Since the evaluator has to answer questions selected and de-
fined by someone else, the answers are not as likely to be found by
using only one standard methodology.
Criteria for Judging: Judging the adequacy of research and the ade-
quacy of evaluation requires different criteria. Good research needs
to have internal validity; that is, it should measure the effect of the
variables under Livestigation rather than any extraneous influences.
Good research should also possess external validity; its results should
be applicable to other settings.

Primary evaluation criteria are isomorphism and credibility. The
first criterion refers to the information that is gathered being in the
same patterns as the information desired. The second criterion indi-
cates that the information collected is believable to its users.

Both Weiss (1972) and Suchman (1967) have provided muted com-
parisons of evaluation and research by referring to "evaluation re-
search." Suchman compares evaluation and evaluation research by
saving that the latter conies closer to proving worth rather than
asserting it (p. 8).

In summary, the major distinctions between evaluation and other
types of research focus on intent and the existence of criteria against
which one can make judgments.
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Similes and Models

Within tue literature of the emerging field of evaluation there have
been two levels of colwepts put forth to facihtate understanding. On
one level are similes that explain evaluation by comparing it to other,
more widely understood activities.

Evaluation as Measurement
The focus of this approach is on data and the formalized instru-

ments used to collect them: frequent reference is made to standardized
scales. Gardner sees the general proem consisting of four steps: (1)
identify attributes to u. measured; (2) design and test an instrument;
(3) use instrument under standard conditions; and (4) compare re-sults to a standard (1975. p. 576).

Equating evaluation with measurement permits an evaluator tocapitalize on the primary images of scientific measurement, those of
reliability and objectivity. While measurement instruments producedata that are easily manipulatable into norms arid standards, concern
has been expressed about scores becoming ends in themselves, ob-
scuring judgments and judgment criteria Uemelka and Borich 1979,p. 264).

Failure of this model is likely if the entity to be evaluated does not
posSess significant measurable characteristics or the instrument useddoes not adeqiiately measure the characteristic sought.

Measurement specialists such as Thorndike and Hagen (1961) con-
cede that true evaluation involves the judgment of worth that exceeds
the collection of measurement data:

The term esaloation 23 we use it is closely related to measurement. It isin sinne respects inc 're Old usis e: inc hiding informal and intuitive judg.men ts . . . 1.1% ing what is tlesirahle and good (p. 27).

The chief advantage of evaluation as measurement is the produc-
tion of results that are comparable and replkable. On the negative
side, the aspect of an entity that can be measured may be peripheral
to the objective sought.

Evaluation as Professional judgment
Commit examples of ihe use of-this evaluation model would be

accrediting visitation leanly, referees for journals, and peer review
for awarding tenure or grants.

7
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Criteria may be public. Methods inchule personal observation,
interviews, tests, and review of documents.

The advantages ot this approach are: ease of implementation; the
inclusion of mans qualitative and quantitative variables; and the
quickness of the results and «mclusions. The major difficulties. have
to do with undesirable subjectivity, potential linreliability, and dif-
ficulty of genet alluing to other programs.

Popham suggests that there are two types of professional judgment
approaches: those based on intrinsic criteria and those based on ex-
ternal criteria. l'o illustrate the difference between the two in his own
way. Popham discusses the purchase of an electric drill. You could
judge the drills on the basis of intrinsic characteristics: design, style,
weight, and color (who wants an ugly electric drill?). You could also
judge them on extrinsic factors such as how fast or how neatly they
drill holes (who wants a glamorous drill that won't dent butter?)
(1975. p. 1 1). Accreditation is a major example of professional judg-
ment using intrinsic criteria.

Evaluation as .4 ccrmerst Ifrtireen Perlormanre and Objectives
Popham (1975) labels this approach a goal-attainment model. Gard-

ner suggests that no other type of evaluation has received more atten-
tion in mem higher education literature, encompassing as it does
competencsbased edm.ation and efforts to measure the program goal
of equal opportunits for various subpopulations and education for
coherent careers (1975. pp. 577-8).

Ralph TY ler (1950) is generally thought of as the father of the
behavioral objectives movement. 1-fe advocated that the objectives of
a prop am be spelled out in terms of specific student (client) behaviors.
These behaviors are measured with either norm-referenced or cri-
terionreferemed tests. The formulation of goals etnerges from an
analvsis of three goal solaTes: the student, the society, and the sub-
ject ma!ter.

A more recent goal anainnient model has been proposed by Ham-
mond, who dist osses the tia t tire of the institutional and instructional
factors that might be relevant in the degree to which stated objectives
are attained (19731. .1'he steps in Hamni)nd's model include: isolating
the portion of the (intent program to be evaluated: defining the
jx.rtinent institutional and instructional variables: stating objectives
in behavioral terms: assessing the behavior described in the objectives;
and analyuing goal-attaimnent results.

Personal interaction with prow am staff is a common research tech-

8
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nique pf this approach. So is the examination of documents, process,and relationships. Both Scriven (1967) and Stake (1967) emphasizethe early involvement of evaluators to assist in defining objectives.A major criticism of evaluation as congruence between performanceand objectives is that a focusing on measurable products rather thanprocesses occurs. This may permit the over-looking of important sideeffects. Heavy emphasis is given to products that are student behaviors.
Evaluation as the Basis for Decisions

Althe-ugh difterent language has- been used by proponents of de-cision-oriented evaluation (Stufflebeam et al. 1971: Prows 1971; Alkin1969), three basic assumptiOns were observed by Hoden and Weiner(197(i) as common elements to the individual works. First, stablepublicly-proclaimed goals are the focal point for enacting programs.Saand, evaluations colkct information on the way in which pro-gi ams function and on the effectiveness of programs in meeting statedgoals (noting any discrepencies). Finall , it is stated Lhat decision-makers will use evaluati-e information as a basis for program im-provement- ellorts.
One major decision-oriented evaluation model has been developedby the Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation:the C1PP ((:ontext, Input, Process, Product) model. The CIPP modeloffers four types of evaluation activities: (1) context evaluation to helpdecision-makers determine objectives: (2) input evaluation to clarifyways that resources (an be allocated to achieve project goals; (3)process evaluation to provide continual feedback to persons who mustmake various &visions during implementation; and (4) product evalu-ation to determine if an activity should be continued, revised. re-peated. or concluded. The major steps in the process offered by theOPP model are delineating. obtaining, and providing (Stufflebeamet a). 1971. p. 129).

Evaluation of this type is viewed as a continual exchange betweenevaluators and administrators. I'he methodology of evaluation is themethodokg of ;a: information system designed to provide informa-tion for projen, program. and system decisions (Stufflebeam et al,1971, p. l36).
A similar decision-oriented model has been advocated by the staffof the Center fm the Study of Fvaluatiou (CSE) at the University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles (Ankh! 19(19). There are five stages of the CSEmodel. lIme initial stage is needs assessment, which consists of notingthe difference between what is existing and what is desired. Theprint ipal focus of this stage is inoblem selection.

9



he second stage of the CSE model is plogram planning, with its
maim focus on program selection. Tlw third stage focuses on program

modification. It is known as implementation evaluation and provides

information on the (Alvin whic Ii the program follows its own plan.
Ilie kmrth stage. prowess evaluation. also has a focus on program
modification. This stage gathers information about how well the
objectives of the piogi am are being met. In this way products are

examined enroute. Tlw final stage is outcome evaluation. This refers

to the collection of information about general worth of the program
as relkuted by the onteomes it prodnces. This final stage focuses on
program cei tilt( alien. modification, eliminUtion, or dissemination.
The CSE model has been made more usable than several other ap-

j3roaches his extensive inservice training modules and workshops.

The principal criticism of the decision.oriented approach is that
the evaluator ace epts a decision context and values/criteria that have

been defined by the decision-makers. Apple (1974) and Cooley and
Lohnes (1976) Observe that no evidence has been shown that the de-
cision-maker has ans more moficiowy than the evaluator in these tasks

of determining setting, program options. and priorities of worth. While

Stufflebeam et al (1971) argue that an evaluator loses his objectivity
(and nsefulness) bv participating in decision-making, Scriven sees an

individnal as alnogating his evalualtor role when he fails to participate

(1967).

Fvaluation as a GoalTrre PrGress
In an attempt to avoid bias that may exist because of the narrow

range of pi ogram developers' prespecified goals, an evaluator looks
for all outcomes of a program including unexpected effects. These

outcomes are examined and summari/ed in a single ranking of social

Scriven brings to ont attention methodological analogies of goal.

free (valuation (1972. p. 3). In the field of aesthetics it is a common
operating principle not to consider an artist's intentions in assessing

a panic nlar work of au t Iti philosophical ethics there has always been

an argument between those who believe that the morality of an act
is ptimatilv determined by the Motivati011 of the actor (he meant
well) and those who would evaluate acts in terms of the consequences

ouii l'he donble blind design emploved in much scientific research

is given as one further example.
the «msnmer of die program's services is seen as the major audi.

emu fin goal free evaluation ((louse P178). This approach is said to

10



be relentlessly comparative in nature (Scriven 1976). An evaluator may
collect information relevant to program effects as they relate to ac-
cepted societal norms or some other type of generally recognized
standard (Gardner 197k p. 584).

Stake delineates a detailed process for conducting his form of goal-
free evaluation: responsive evaluation. First, conferences are held with
clients, staff, and audiences to identify program scope, discover pur-
poses and concerns, conceptualize problems and identify data needs.
Next, observers and judges examine selected antecedents, transactions,
and outcomes. The third step is to prepare portrayals and case studies.
Finally, reports are written and presentations are made (1975).

The goal-free evaluator must be skilled at interpersonal relations
because of continued communication with program personnel. The
lack of emphasis on formal measurement methods is said by critics
to make goal-free evaluation too subjective.

Evaltration as Conflict Resolution
The commissioning of an evaluation study can be a signal that the

program under scrutiny is subject to negotiation and modification.
Individuals with opposing views will see the evaluations as a battle
of worth, the outcome of which could determine a shift of program
activities closer to their preferences (Floden and Weiner 1976, p. 8).

The major approach identified by the author as being consonant
with this simile of "evaluation-as-conflict-resolution" is the judicial or
adversary model of evaluation.

During the past decade considerable interest has arisen in ad-
versary evaluations (Kourilsky 1973; Levine 1974; Owens 1973). The
chief format used is that of the jury trial. The stages of the judicial
evaluation model described by. Wolf are typical. First is the issue-
generation stage, in which a variety of persons involved in or affected
by the program identify a broad range of concerns. The second stage,
issue selection, centers on redncing the range of issues to a manage-
able number of the hearing. Next is the stage for the preparation of
arguments, which consists of collecting testimony and abstracting
relevant documents. The finAl stage is the hearing, with its presenta-
tion of arguments and panel deliberation (Wolf 1975a; 1975b).

Owens and 1-liscox (1977) carried out six case studies of different
uses of adversary evaluation and then compared them on the basis
of purpose, format used, issue identification and selection, data collec-
tion for argument preparation, presentation, and decision-making.
Tiles noted dace important spinoff effects of adversary evaluation:

11



better tommunication between evaluator, and decision-makers; greater
attention to fornmlating kes evaluation issues; and increased concern
tor metaevaluation (ilte evaluation of the evaluation that has been
conducte(l) (p. 20).

After participating in an adversary' evaluation conducted by the
Northwest Regional fclucatiowl Laborators on Hawaii's 3-on-2 pro-
gram. Popham and Carlson had six critic km% of the general adversary
model: fallible judges: ex( essive confhlence in the model's usefulness;
disparity ol adversary about: potentiality for manipulating a particu-
lar result: excessive expenw: and difficulty in [taming the issut(s)
(1977). Both fat kson (19771 and Thurston (1978) have observed that
most of these criticisms apply to almost all other evaluation ap-,
proaches. Both miters place great :aith in the effect of the openness
of the entire process. In at least one instance an outside anthropologist
was emplmed to observe and record notes on proceedings; a videotape
of hearings has been produced in many instances to secure reactions
to the process itself (Owens and Hiscox 1977, p. 22).

In addition to the highly-valued characteristic of openness, a real
plus is also found in the more active role that educational juries are
encmiraged to take. This may include questioning a witness and tak-
ing written notes during the trial. The process speeds discussion of
pressing issues that might be debated in professional journals over a
period of Years (Jackson 1977).

On the other hand. among other unresolved problems of the ad-
versars approadi. the following have been listed: how confidential ,.

pas. deliberations shonhl be: the best working relationship for a jury
tomposed of expett and nonexpert jurors; the size of a jury that is
most etficien:: the need for preexisting law (Denny 1976); when
multiple hearings are. justified: holy "hard" data can be more effec-
tively integtated with human testimony; and whether decisions must
be made solelt ou the basis of evidence presented at the hearing
(Owens nd Ili,tox 1977). Adversary. evaluation is synthetic in allow-
ing for u lu inesentation and scrutiny of many different evaluation
methodologies.

Be\ oml the 11(41m:tit uw of a Mrs.. other adversary evaluations have
emploted debates and llmtuasting position papers. Thurston (1978)
has explained the potential tiw of an appellate court motl and an
adminishatisc hearing olluer. Hie administrative hearing provides
mote piddit dist ussif in and displat than the appellate court, while
the latter pHRIutes .1 written itiold, width is more useful in guiding
Intuit. (let ision iii.tkiii p ).
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Evaluation as Complacency Reduction
The very act of. p.0 ticipating in an evaluation may spur the con-

sideration of new ideas by piactitioners. Such participation produces
a clatifying of piogiam goals and available alternatives; furthermore,
there mas be increase(1 satisfac lion widi the administration and evalu-
ation of the program.

Despite the diverse purposes to be fulfilled by evaluation, a narrow
range of evaluator skills (usually testing, survey analysis, proposal
writing. and report pioduction) has been favored thus far. To serve
the r)le 0.. evaluation.as.«mflict-resolution or complacency reduction
well, evaluators must have additional skills such as teasing out hidden
goals and assumptions, training in mediation, and adeptness in inter-
personal conitii unit ation (Roden and Weiner 1974, p. 11).

Evaluation as Change Agent
"Formally dm unwitting and describing what is already part of the

informal conununication network can have a powerful impetus for
diange" (Smock 1975, p. 4). If the evaluation is done by an "outsider"
rather than an "insider,- this documentation can have an even more
profound diem

Evaluation as Ritual
The conduc-i of an evaluation of a program produces a picture of

government acwuntability and rationality that in turn promotes a
feeling of set-nuns in taxpasers. The commencing of an evaluation
suggests that the gmei nment is searching for improvements to its
practices and solutions to existing problems. Also, evaluations may
simplify complex social problems into a choice between clear alter-
natives. Smock (1975, p..1) refers to evaluation as convention, standard
approach, and liturgy. The ritual functions of evaluation are most
strongly engendeird when no recognition is given to that particular
role of evaluation.

Formal Models for Allegiance
_

On a more fc)1111,1I level arc detailed, multi-step models which de-
scribe the purpose and procedures for conducting a program evalua-
tion. Classification of formal models of evaluation into experimental,
ecological. and eclectic approaches has been made by Mims (1978).

Experimental approaches emerged from the natural sciences and
psychology, Thev are used for accountability and specific decision-
making. The chief models of this kind are the goal.based experimental
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and quasi-expo imental models, which have been described by Camp
bell and Stanley (1966) and Patton (1978).

Practical considerations that diminish the application of experi-
mental approaches to evaluation are discussed by Stuff lebeam et al.
(1971): laboratory reseatt It designs require conditions that are difficult
to achieve in evaluation settings; an evaluator must remain as un-
obtrusive as possible to program activities, rather than manipulating
the environment as the experUnenter does; experimental data col-
lections occur at the conclusion of treatment and are of little value
when correcting processes; experimental control requires the use of
only one treatment at a time, a practice which is not possible with
clients who mav benefit from a treatment; and statistical techniques
used with experimental procedures frequently offer restricted de-
cision rules (a null hypothesis may be rejected or accepted, one
treatment may be judged better than another), which may be in-
adequate for Gomplex evaluation-based decisions.

While experimental app:oaches are quantitative, deductive, and
uniform in nattne, ecological methods (emanating from the disciplines
of sociology and anthropology) arc qualitative, inductivt, interpretive.
and diverse in nature.

The principal use of ecological approaches is to increase under-
standing and improve programs. Major models of this type include
illuminative (Par lett and Hamilton 1976), transactional (Rippey
1973), and responsive evaluation (Stake 1975).

The ntajor purposes of the illuminative model are description and
interpretation. The process has been described by Part lett and Hamil-
ton (1976) as: investigators observe, investigators inquire further,- and
investigators seek to explain. The techniques most commonly used
are observation, interviews, questionnaires, and document analysis. The
problem under investigation is said to define the methods, not vice
versa. The audiences for these reports arc program participants, pro-
gram sponsors. and interested outsiders.

There are some problems with this approach. Its techniques are
likely to be viewed as generally subjective, which is related to their
Mit tilts of replication and transfer to other settings; and there is a
considerable need for evaluators to have strong interpasonal skills.

Resixittsive evaluation is said to come closest to democratic plural-
ism (1 louse 1978. p. II). Any group that becomes actively involved
in the evaluation process will have its concerns represented in that
evaluation. Procedures are selected to fit the issues of interest.

Stake advocates the wIlection of descriptive and judgmental data
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from various atolleutes. Ile further purports that the evaluator shouldlw involved ni the formulation ol objet Lives as a program is planned.Problems arc seen as best solved bv local people.

Et Ireto Approarite
_ .

ketently, several in agmatic rnutkh haVe emerged that combine-ele-ments of both experimental and ecological approaches. It is useful toexamine one model in detail. Mims Observes that eclectic approachesrange trout holistic evaltiation (Rose and Nyre 1977) to decision-theoretit ,Ipproa, hes (I.dwarik et al. 1975, 1978, p. 12).
rhe decision-theoretic appioach has analvzed decision-making intofour phases of aitivits. Hrst. there is the recognition of a decisionproblem and the specification of its nature and scope. Second is theprobabilitv evaluation of likelv posterior states of being. Bayesianstatistics and tedinipws ale viewed as particularly suitable for thisphase. Such teclutiques permit quantitative combination of evidencefrom dilkreut sources and methods of inquiry (Edwards et a). 1975,p. 151). The third phase ol the de ision-theoretic !Approach is rank-ing of outcomes act ording to desirability. Last is the actual choiceamong possible acts !is using the values of outcomes and probabilitiesof states.
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Contextual Coaxing and Control

Evocation of Evaluation by Society

Those conditions identified bv Peterson as predisposing factors to
the implementation of state inogram review activities includeLdi-
minishing financial tesinut es; declining public confidence in state
government; state officials' stressing of acconntability; and budget in-
novations 1) higher echication agencies and institutions (1977, p. 10).

11, laitterbie, and Stafford identified additional factors as: enroll-
ment declines; the inish for expansiott in high-cost programs such as
healthlelated podessions: the slowdown in federal stipport: and the
realignment of progiams to meet standards set by die U.S. Depart-
ment.of Ilea Ith, hltuation, and Welfare lor an integrated system of
higher ethic:Rion (1979. p. 1).

hit filming poilit tor plans to be«nne programs is the authorizing
cstlical budget. kits dec isions to begin programs, modify their scope,
or dimontinue them (the major pniposes of program evaluation) are
most &wok (led:turd in the budgetary process and content.

Evaluation 0.1 Budgeting Approaches

After noting that a gosernment budget serves three functions (con-
trols spending. enables management of activities, and determines ob-
jectives). Si hit k suggested that the Inulgeting approach favored at a
given Mlle patallels the beliel that one of these three purposes is
being emphasiied at the exitense of the others (1971, p. 3) . The first
period of budget innovation (Trolled from about 1910 to 1935. This
esei wive budget callipaigll was I Illellded to emphasite control so as
to prevent waste and corruption, Inclemental budgeting is a COMMOn
CIII i Inlet loth% of that periol I.

l'he tie\ t eta 55.15 that of performance budgeting, lasting until the
late 1960s. '1 he lotus was on good management to achieve stated
goals. Formula budgeting is one wklespread artifact of this era. Re-
cent interest has hero shown in the use of performance budgeting for
a portion of an institution's total budget.

Thu thin! budgeting movement formes on planning. The develop-
ment of pluming. programming, and budgeting systems (PPBS) at
the ledvial level reprewnts the first event in the shift to planning
Imdgeting. After the for sevelal years, a number of states joined the
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federal government in concluding that the time had not come for
MIS. One diffic idtv was that PPM became a parallel and com-
petitive process to the traditional budgeting approach, rather thansupplanting it (Cainthers an(1 Orwig 1979, p. 50). lero-lhise budget-
ing is the latest approach to have an effect on the use of program
evalthitions.

Inaemental Budgeting

Incremental budgeting is thought to be the most commonly used
budgeting approach in higher education today (Adams, Hawkins, and
Schroeder 1978. p. 54). Caruthers and Orwig see the incremental ap-proach to budgeting as reqoiring the lepst work and analysis, while
causing the least political conflict. It provides the least information
concming whether the budgetary decisions support institutional goals
(p. 38). Howe, it has minimal usefulness in program evaluation.

Lingenfelter (1974) examined the operating budget requests, gov-
ernor's recommendations, and final appropriations for higher educa-tion in Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin for the period of 1963-1974. He also interviewed more than 80 people in diverse decision-
making roles before concluding that incremental budgeting models
worked extremely well to explain appropriations outcomes.

In contrast, Bailey and O'Connor reanalyzed case studies collectedby Wildavsky (1964), Fenno (1966), and Sharkansky (1968) to
demonstrate the prevalence of incrementalism (1975). The surprising
findings of the reanalvsis was the significant number of instances of
noninculuental changes in annual output at the federal and statelevel.

Formula Budgeting

In mow com ise characterization, Meisinger says that a formula
budget is a combination of technical judgments and political agree-
ments (1976, p. 2) . This pair of elements is also found in program
evaluations. Advantages and disadvantages of formula budgets canalso apply to program evahmtions.

!hese advantages have been auributed to formula budgeting: ease
of preparation and understanding; clear use ol financial incentives to
support statewide priorities; equitable treatment of institutions ((a-
ruthers and Orwig 1979. p. 43), preventing rich institutions from get-
ting (lisp oportionallv richer (Moss and Gaither 1976, p. 553) ; pre-diction of future resource allocations; and making sure that higher
education receives its share of total state resources, based on need
and objective requests (Moss and (.aither 1976, p. 553).
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Diudvantages noted for the use of formulas in budgeting include:
failure to provide start-up costs for new or innovative programs
(Meeth 1975); failure to react quickly to rapidly shifting price
changes (Moss and Gaither 1976, p. 558); failure to measure more
than one level of quality (leveling) ; and lack of flexibility to handle
the complexities of enrollment decline (no consideration for econo-
mies of scale) .

After concluding that 25 of the 50 states used budget brmulas in
alkxating funds to higher education, a study by the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education noted that if one considers quantitative guidelines
as well as formulas in use by state governments, almost all state
budgeting processes employ quantitative measures (1976, p. 15).
Glenny et al. (1975, p. 46) refer to nonformula states as indicator
states, where indicators are used to analvie but not generate budget
requests.

Formula budgeting is not seen as being replaced in the future, only
slightly altered in content to account for fixed costs not reduced by
declining enrollments (Moss and Gaither 1976, p. 560; Caruthers and
Orwig 1979, p. 45). The inclusion of qualitative elements is also
seen for formula budgeting.

Partial Performance Funding

The 'Tennessee Performance Funding Project (TPFP).is an ef-
tort to improve the states formula budgeting and appropriations pro-
cess. It explores the question of whether it might be desirable and
pcnsible to allocate some portion of state funds to colleges and uni-
versities on a performance criterion (How good?) as compared to the
current credit-hour and enrollment criteria (How much?) (Bogue
1976. p. 3). The underlying assumption has been that even imperfect
measures, wisely chosen, may operationally improve the allocation
process (p. 11).

The first phase of the TPFP consisted of invllving national and
state authorities in clarifying the conceptual base of the project,
identifying related efforts underway around the country, outlining
procedures for executing the project, and obtaining the necessary
support for pilot projects (Bogue and Troutt 1977a, p, 4). The more
widely used outcomes of this phase have been a set of hypothetical
examples illustrating various approaches to performance funding
(Bogue and Troutt 1977b) and a delineation of graduate competencies
(Tennessee Higher Education Commission 1977).

Any modification in the funding policy was viewed as needing to
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meet certain boundary conditions. They should: be politically ac-ceptable, i.e., easily understood and accepted by legislators and mem-hers of state gosernnwnt; be professionally acceptable, i.e., strikingthe right balance between the need for institutional autonomy andthe need for state-level review; encourage institutions to exercis"initiative in developing performance measures on which they mighteventually be funded: and recognize differences in institutional roleand envftonment to promote diversity.
A description of the efforts of one institution during 4! pilot ef-fort will clarify the scope and intensity of typical activities. TennesseeTechnological University had a headcount of about 7,500 students atthe time of the pilot project. It received $32,000 of external funds r,and spent about $25,000 of it, own funds (not counting use of spaceand utilities) during the two years.
Faculty asscciates were selected to represent all five colleges andtwelve selected departments of the university. After producing theirown individual lists Of instructional goals, a group list of 31 goals wasthen derived. Next, a survey was taken of all faculty (with almost a90-percent return) as to whether each of the goals was presently agoal of that university and whether it should be a goal.
The faculty associates and project director then selected three kindsof performance indicators for each goal: (I) ,pre-existing data; .(2)one or more extrainstitutional,

standardized test; and (3) student andalumni reported satisfaction with personal goal attainment as de-termined by sample surveys (Dumont 1978a, p. 15).
Near the end of pilot projects, several conclusions were drawnabout the various activities undertaken: manY projects took ad-vantage of existing good work on outcomes; the goals and indicatorswere chosen to reflect institutional diversity; and the goals and in-dicators show that public accountability concerns can be satisfied indistinctive ways (Bogue and Troutt 1978, p. 3).
In addition to those conclusions about institutional efforts, twoaltered visions of the context for performance funding also emerged.First, rather than awarding funds (usually one to three percent of thetotal funds for an institution) exclusively on the values of indicators

per se, emphasis will be on the degree to whkh institutions publicizetheir performances. Second. instead of giving funds only as a rewardfor performance, it appears necessary to stimulate and reward per-formance measurement (Dumont 1978b, p. 20) . An external panel of
experts would determine whether an institution has satisfied its per-formance conti act or not.
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f4everal comet its remain about performame funding: the focusing of
attention on indi(ators (the means) rather than goals (the ends);
ihe uniform interpretation of performance data without regard to con-
cerns .such as reliabilio. ai validity; and the misleading comparisons
of performame on similai or common indicators for institutions with
differing missions, resources, and clients (Dumont I978b, pp. 9-10).

Zero-Base Budgeting

In advocating the use of the current form of planning budgets,
zero.base budgeting (MB), Pyhrr claims: that PPB focuses on what
will he done, not on how to do it; and that PPB does not provide an
operating tool for line managers who implement the policy and pro.
gram decision (1973. p. 119).

Schick proposes that zero-base budgeting consists of three ele-
ments. First are the decision units of an organization, which have
much to do with defining objeuives and instituting sets of activities
to accomplish stated objectives. Sewnd. decision packages represent
those sets of activities that are combined for the attainment of one or
more objectives. hird. the managers of decision units and other
higherlevel adminiltrators rank the importance of the various decision
packages (1977) . Thus. ZBB can induce integrated program evalua-
tions at several levels.

Since zero-base budgeting was first used on the state-government'
level in Georgia, the observations of objective, yet close4t.hand re-
searchers are worth ionsideration. Minmier and Hermanson (1976)
surveyed Inidget analysts, then conducted follow-up interviews with se .
kcted analysts and department heads. While the majority of respon.
dents felt that the finality of management information gathered under
ZBB had improved. they did not believe that there was a significant
reallocation of the state's financial expenditures. However, it did in .
volve more line administrators in the budgeting process than earlier
budgeting methods. Nevertheless, the first year of ZBB took sub-
stantially mole time and effort than previous budget preparation.

hitcher noted that there appears to be no evidence that ZBB re .
sults in molt dearly established goals or better measures of the
progress toward stated goals (1978).

Ot her i esearchers have exawined the implementation of MB in
various locations to find problems and solutions that will generalize to
suIpavent adoptions and adaptations. Scheiring looked at the first.
sear use ot /MB in New Jersey and concluded that ZBB cannot be
implemented overnight (1971i). No! only do the proper forms have
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to be prepared and staff trained. hut strong suppott must be gatheredfrom top management as well. A .ery recent survey of state hudgetofficers by Ramsey and /baba( pointed out the crucial role playedby the governot and his executive administration as proponents andopponents to budget innovations (1979). All of these latter observa-tions apply tw, the use and improvement of pogrom-review pro-cesses.
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Program Evaluation at Different Organizational Levels

Patton (1978) observed that there is no one effective strategy of

evaluation in the abstract, separate from the organizational context

in which it is introdined or the information-using capabilities of peo-

ple employing it (p. 115). The key questions to he answered are Why?

1Vho? and flow? Mims focused on four broad purposes of program re-

view: context, input, implementation, and outcome. Determining the
need for a new program is a primary example of a context review. An

input review collects suggestions on how a program should operate.
.Nn implementation (or management) review examines whether the
program is being conducted as planned and with what degree of ef-
fectiveness and efficiency. .1n outcome (or impact) review not only
asks Did it work? but probes any unantidpated outcomes and why they

occurred (197M)
The possibilities tor who should conduct a program evaluation

could include: program personnel (a self-review) ; external reviewers
within the institution (other faculty and other administrators) ; exter-

nal reviewers outside the institution (accreditation teams, disciplinary
specialists, professional evaluators) ; and multiple or mixed-group re-

viewers.

Beca :se there arc different participants and procedures used at the

various orgalli/ational levels at which a program review may be com-

missioned (staw legislattne or governor, state coordinating board,
mithicampus system office. campus or (lepartment), it is vital that each
of these perspectives of the program evaluation process be examined.

Legislative Revirws

Berdahl (1977) related details about the shift of the post-audit
function tor state plogiams from its early executive branch or inde-

pendent status to a legislatively affiliated audit in over half the states

(56 in 1975). Several states (California, Pennsylvania, and Wis.
consin) have both executive and legislative auditors.

Pethel and Brown (1974) drew a distinction among three types of

legislative audits or reviews. A financial audit examines whether money

was spent according to legal procedures and for its allocated purpose.

management audit examines efficiency, the amount of resources
needed to attain a particular program objective. Finally, a performance

audit looks at the extent to which a program objective is met (ef-
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fectiveneis). For example, if the objective is to provide training for a.

particular population, its efficiency is that proportion of the popula-
tion that received such training or that amount of the training
activities individuals had an opportunity to complete. Performance
audits are now mandated by sunset laws in over half of the states.

Sunset Laws

Sunset legislation was first conceived in 1975 and is now law in
more than 29 states (Sherman 1978, p. 1) . At least twelve states
lotus on regulatory activities. Nine state laws add advisory bodies
and departments to the regulatory scope of sunset coverage. Seven
states encompass all government agencies in their sunset laws.

Nineteen of the state laws require that preliminary reports must
be written by existing government units. These reports will vary in
quality according to the staff doing the reports and their objectivity.
North Carolina established an independently-staffed commission to
do the preliminary evaluations. However, most states use legislative
audit, fiscal research, or substantive committee staff.

Although there has been considerable difficulty in collecting rele-
vant data, sunset review has prompted agencies to organize informa-
tion better and establish new data collection systems for future. re-
views (p. 18). The evaluation reports vary considerably in depth,
ranging from New Mexico's 50-page report on 19 boards tn a
140-page report in Tennessee on the Board of Accountancy.

Efforts to determine the costs of sunset evaluation studies have
been unproductive because a considerable proportion of the expenses
reflected start-up costs, and the early units that were reviewed had not
been subject to too much legislative scrutiny previously,

At least two important lessons have been learned by evaluation
staff about how to improve the sunset revieW process. First, all inter-
ested parties can be kept informed from the beginning of the review
so that the adversarial nature of the process is minimized. Second,
recommendations can he carefully offered so that they will apply to
other agencies in addition to the one unit under scrutiny. Generally,
there has been a good retold of the acceptance of recommendations
(p. 25).

Sunset reviews offet great potential for facilitating a dialog among
legislators, administrators, and cititens. The process can realign the
power position of the executive and legislative branches of govern-
ment and can certainly increase the information available to decision-
makers and the public-
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Case Studies of Legislative Audits

Berdahl (1977) 'presents a study of the Wisconsin Legislative Audit
Bureau interacting with the central administration of the University
of IA :sconsiii over the request Of the governor to prepare procedures
to operate with reduced resources. Also examined by Berdahl is the
1973 evaluation of the Virginia. College System by the Joint Legisla-
tive Audit and Review Commission.

Legislative Assistance

Since the objectives in higher education arc not always known, are
often in conflict with one another, and sometigies cannot be agreed
on. the state-level review must be concerned with what ought to be
done as much as with how to do it (Halstead 1974, p. 654).

A series of grants have enabled the Eagleton Institute of Politics
to provide training and technical assistance to legislative staffs so
that they can establish and/or improve program review processes.
Such funding began in 1971 with a focus in six states on the legisla-
tive oversight of education. The most current grant supports the
efforts of eight states in education and social sciences. One of the
more important outcomes of these grants was a planning and imple-
menting guidebook prepared by Murphy (1976).

State-tevel Hi.Oter Education Agencies
_ _

Dougherty (1979a) described statewide reviews as a mechanism for
providing local institutions with state, regional, or hational perspec-
tives (p. 11).

In his first comprehensive survey of state-level academic program
reviews by higher education agencies, Barak .(1975) looked at policies
and procedures for examining new/expanded programs and existing
programs. Seven major criteria were included in the state coordinating
agenc policies for approving new programs: program description,
purposes and objectives, needs analysis,, cost analysis, resource analysis,
pm ogram accrechtation, and availability of adequate student financial
aid (p. 5). Barak also detprmined the extent to which states actually
used quantitative criteria recommended by the Task Force on Coordi-
nation, Governance. and Structure of Postsecondary Education of the
Education Commission ol the States (1973) to guide program dis-
continuance. These criteria included; nuMber of graduates in each
of the pas\ five years; number of students enrolled; size of classes; cost
per prograip gi icluate; faculty workload: prow am quality as reflected
by regionA or national reputation; production of graduates from
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similar programs in the state, region, or nation: economies and im-
provements in qn.dity to be athiesed by consolidation or elimina-.
lion; student interest and demand; and appropriateness to institu-
tional mission (p. 13).

Barak said that it is «minion practice for institutional reviews to
focus on qualitative criteria, while state-level analysis gives almost ex-
clusive attentiun to qnantitatise data. "[here is generally a two-phase
process that occurs. In the first phase a screening process is used to
identify programs that are of questionable twed, productivity, quality,
or other criteria (Barak and Berdald 1977). A more intensive review

then continued in phase two on the programs identified in phase
One. Peterson (1977) noted dui most states are now talking about

as well as quantitatise outcome measures (p. 3).
Berdahl (1977) desc tilled the diffetcnces between two types of per-

formance audits: limited nd intensive. tie imlicated that only a small
numbei of stales engage in intensive reviews. lie provhled the ex-
ample of a tomprehensive performance audit in Idaho that became so
tittle-consuming that it has never been repeated tnt that scale again
but rather has been leplaced by managemen, audits. Thc latter ac-
tivits represents the kind 01 process, lierdahl noted, that has been
adsot ated b the tan einntem Accounting Oflice and others when
laced with limited tesoura.s: evaluating the evaluations already being
conducted In others.

Florida: A Case Study
A process for die ssstemwide ieview of all programs at graduate and

undergi atluate levels lot s(lected disciplines at the nine state uni-
versities iii Florida was betom by the Board of Regents in 1972. After
having placed 16 graduate programs on probation for low pro.
ductivit in 1973, the Board of Regents added 106 more programs to its
probatiot. list in 1971 and 39 more in 1975 (Florida Board of
Regents nd.. p. 11). During this three-war probationary period the
ma jorits of academic progtams either became more prodintive or were
met ged into: similar degree programs. Eleven of the probationary pro-
grams were terminated by It,e university involved.

The kinds of data that were examined included the number of stu-
dents enrolled. the mintlier of students receiving degrees, admissions
standards. lacults ations, (unit Ilium and course offerings,
budget, facilities, equipment, contracts and grants, library holdings,
nd !daimon 01 students lauterbie, and Stafford 1979, p 2).

Extetnai tonsultants made'site Sisk.; to campuses to gather data or
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assess the scope oi data dial had already been collected by institutions
themselves. The wnsultants were selected primarily from recommen-
dations made by the faculties in the discipline under review, univer-
sity administrators. professional organizations, and accrediting
agencies. In addition to their own perspective of the discipline, they
f011owed a set of guideline questions provided by the Board of Regents
office encompassMg the major categories 01 program quality, program
priority. cateer implications, program administration and manage-
ment, aml articulation with other programs (Hill, Lutterbie, and
Stal lord 1979, p. 3) .

Multicampus Reviews
_

In their initial study of multicampus systems. Lee and Bowen
(1971) observed that reviews were continued on individual calpuses
for proposed and new programs. Systemwide considerations were sel-
dom included within such reviews. By their second study in 1975, the
authors noted that systemwide reviews were a common practice for
new programs. taking into consideration mission and academic qual-
ity. Also, in seven of the nine multicampus systems periodic reviews
had been established for existing graduate and professional programs.

That actions by. individual institutions are crucial is easily seen
within narson's obseryation that it is anything but self-evident that
state decisions. as opposed to local decisions, are made with a higher
order of rationality and a clear adherence to the public interest
(1975).

Institutional Reviews

Dougherty (1979) visited One private and nine public research uni-
versities that had reviewed and closed at least one program or that had
undergone a set-ions financial crisis. He interviewed key administrators
and faculty, examined written documents, and talked with appropri-
ate state.agency representatives. Dougherty found that thc authority
to review programs existed at ever y. possible level (departments,
schools, total university or coordinating agency) in one university or
another. Although a certain level may have the formal authority
to -es iew programs. it ma y. bp decentralized. For example, the co-
oRlinating and governing state agencies for higher education in
Minnesota and Wisconsin, respectively, have allowed the main cam-
puses oi the primary -state intim sky to carry out program reviews
(P 8).

Dom,herty relates the deficiencies that he finds in the various in-
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stitutional prow am review processes to needs that can be met byquahty institutional research (1979a). Financial analysis of the short-and long.i un wsts ot program closnre,is very important, yet seldomdone. Only One of the tett institutions stuthed had .engaged in thisactivity, the priYate universitY A closely related i'esearch activity isdetennining marginal «ists when students are shifted from a closedprogram to another ttmtinning program at the college. A third useof institutional rest:nth would be to cut down tlte tnne 'required totomplete program evaluations. Hie primary example given to pointout the potential magnitude of this program is the review of allgraduate prtigrams in the State ol Washington which took nearlythree years for tho Council for Postsecondary Education to com-plete. By tlw time the review was concluded many program char-m telistns and peisonnd had changed.
A fourth use of institutional research is to generate comparabledata.For instmice. a statistit ot fatuity 'ptoductivity (which is client con-tact) has great variation across disdplines.
1Vhile noting that the approaches discussed by Sprenger and Schultz(1971) and by the A \t'P (1976) provided practical assistance tocampuses lacing retluctions, Shirley and Volkwein found little in-klieg:Ina! rationale fot at nuns (1978, p.17.1). They synthesized Manyprior approaches to ptogrant assessment to derive a process for match.ing important elements of institutional mission; external needs, op-portimities, and constraints; and internal strengths and capabilities.To facilitate comparisons. thev selected evaluative criteria for quality(of stodents. IiinarY holdings, facilities and equipment); need(centrality to mission, present studeat demand, projected studenttlemand, demand for gradnates, locational a(ivantages) ; and cost..Each criterion has its Own rating scale. The omparisons place pro-grams into five categories overall: (1) programs to be continued atthe intent level ot activity tegarding mom ce level, enrollment, and

number of fat tilts; (2) programs to he continued at a reduced levelof activity and resources; (3) inogrants in existence that will be de-cdoped firthet; ( I) programs now in existence that will be phasedout; and (5) new programs to lw developed (p. '178).
A it:Ivey of .PIS innovative institutions was t onducted in 1975 by theCenter tor Researth and Developttwnt in Higher Education at thet Ii iStisi t ol ( lif/4114 Berkeley', to determine the use of evaluationfamines (Hodgkinson. Hurst, Levine 1975). The response rate was76 percent (371 institutions). OnlY slightly less than onethird of theinstitutions hatl iii i,isiittstion-wide «mimittee on evaluation. In the
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process ot detet mining which standardized instrutnents were used in
any of four evaluation areas (student characteristics. environmental
measures, institutional goals. and course evaluation) , there was a
strong preference for locally developed instruments noted (p. 4) . Thc
analysis of purposes to which dine:rent types of institutions have put
evaluation data showed no significant differences by type of control or
level of 'highest ollering. %Viten asked about the most important
evaluation problem with which they had to deal. 72 percent indicated
that it was\ deternining the elkutiveness ol new or existing programs
(P. 3)-

Several tesearchers li:Re examined methods that have been em-
ployed by wadi( research universities to review their existing, pro-
grams (liraskainp 1979; Dougherty l'979b; Hall 1978; Shirley and
Volkwein 1978). Regular committees or spedal task forces are the
usual vehicles lot «mducting such reviews. Ilall concluded that the
principal benefits .of the program reviews were increased information
for participants and additional scrutiny of administrative decisions
(1978).

Wood and Davis (1978) also summarize common methods of
evaluating existing tutricula: analyses of student transcripts, test of
academic «Hupetetuies, competency.based education of entire in-
stitutions. compiehensive examinations, examples ol student work,
institutional self studs instruments. surveys of current and former
students, %Imes, of factilt%. and pingram reviews.

At the same time that institutions and departments within them
are subject to mand.tory itrogram reviews by state-level offices and
agent les. they me a Istt "yolutitary" participants in program evaluations
cuudiuted bv 5isnation teams nom regional and professional accredita-
tion associations.

Arrrediting Reviews
From a «mtelit analysis of the published criteria for the six re-

gional 'a«Tediting assot Trona (1979) identified five common
«iteria that were claimed by the acurediting groups to have some
telationship with quality Ihsuratice: institutional purposes and ob-
jet fives, edmational programs, finandal resources, faculty, and the
library' learning tenter. Ile could find no solid pattern or results
from reseal( ii studies «mfirm or dens the claim that any of these
hatautetistit, leptewnts a measure of institutional quality.

rhe extensive teport Orlans et al. (1975) on private
atureditat ion nd 1uiblit eligibility, ends with the conclusion that



neither private accrediting agencies nor government authorities are
able and/or willing to control consumer fraud in education.

The Carnegie Council on Polky Studies in Higher Education (1979,
p. (13) has recommended many dianges in the practices of regional
accrediting assodations im increasing the number of mined
fullime staff to assist visiting teams, publishing periodically a report
on the status of all schools that are members or have applied for
membership, and making public final institutional evaluation reports.

Deliartmental Reviews

M. Clark (1977) surveyed 150 diverse and representative depart-
ments in colleges and universities on their program review practices.
She found that 60 percent of the departments reviewed both their
undergraduate and gratInate programs. Objective statistics on varioui
departmental characteristics (such as faculty training, experience, and
publishing: number of degrees awarded per program; physical and
finan(ial resources: and student enrollment) were collected by 80
percent of the departments for internal use, which was less often than
the same information was collected for outsiders. More subjective
information (such as student evaluations of courses and teaching,
far ulty and stndent ratings of the departmental learning environment,
an(l student ilnkmwn t about their educational experiences) were col-
lected more frequently for departmental use than for external use
(Clark 1979, p. 2).

After demonstrating limitations of peer reviews for determining
the quality of graduate departments. Clark (1974) shows the receptivity
of graduate deans to a variety of multiple measures of quality. An
exploratory study using departments of chemistry, history, and psy-
chology at 25 universitks across the country demonstrated that reliable
judgments could lw made from student, faculty. and alumni re-
sponses abont program adivities. procedures. and the learning en-
vironment (Clark. Ilattnett. and Baird 1976).

A thorough description of the historical development and present
implementation of the process for evaluating academic departments
at the Urbana cmpus of the University of Illinois is provided by
Smock :111d Hake (1977) The authors mahitained that this systematic
evaluation process diilers from those elsewhere in that: (1) it is built
on an extensive foundation of thought and planning going back a
number of ve:irsitul (2) it is faculty based and largely a self-evalnative
effort tp. '11. The toordinating group for this evaluation process is
the Coon( il on Prow am Evaluation (COPE), which is headed by an
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Associate Vice Chancellor for Planning and Evaluation. A narrative
report is written ti fatuity. and administrators in the department
following guidelines established by COPE. Discussed within the re-
port are questions alwmt the view of the discipline nationally, faculty
reward, and servite II tivities. Operational procedures, and present
problems. In athlition, statistital data about tenure. promotion, courses
taught and budget are provided by central university offices for in-
t lusion in the report. Hie narrative report is submitted to COPE as
raw data and is considered tonfidential. After discussion, COPE pro:
duces a,publit -action report containMg a summary of the self-evalua-
tion. the retommemlations made by COPE itself, and the reaction of
the department to those recommemlations released (p. 7). Since COPE
sends its let ommendations through normal administrative channels.
its ideas get interpreted Its individuals whose job it is to stay attuned
to %lull e.terna I demands on the institution (p. 8).

Poulton ( I 978. p. 9) discusses the ways in which the usefulness of
information provided by program reviews and the kinds of actions
that are influenced Its program reviews are different for various
organiiational levels: the department or program, the school or col-
lege. and the central administration. Single-unit reviews have the
greatest usefulness for the unit examined. Benefits include improved
procedures, clarified goals, improved internal communication, and
improved rationale Jor resources. Problem areas are more readily
recognited and approat hed in a rational manner.

At the wIlege level. the information gathered frOm the review up-
dates the e\i,ting knowledge of college staff, and permits defining
current trends in t he disciplitw. Generali/ations about problems com-
mon to ses eral units will slowly emerge. Reviews can be the basis for
deans to teallot ate hinds anti factiltv.

[he teuttal administratitm reteives the feast direct benefit from
a single wog! am re% iew. In rare ilistances it may result in major
organiiational (lunges or Inidget cuts. Usually it will allow top ad-
ministrawi s opportunits to observe the health of an academic
unit as it respcinds to die review pro( ess and the recommendations

ising flout it.

4;prf "buff tip bv on, I rvo.1 of firview About Anothrr
It is Unpin taut to bear in mind the different values and procedures

that ate intolsed within program evaluation at different levels of
otgani/ation Ic stme and local agencies views on federal
edm atiooal progi.un et aluations, the General Accounting Office
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(Comptroller (eneral 1977) sent questionnaires to state education
agencies and a statistical sample of local school districts throughout
the nadon. Although state offidals viewed federal managers as being
most implessed by standardized notm-referenced test results, and local
officiak viewetl state aud kilo al officials in the same manner, state and
local officials said that they are not most impressed by sUch results
(p. v); in contrast, state officials sai(l that they were most impressed
by results (ruin triterion-referenced tests, while local officials said that
improvements in curritulum and gains in the affective domain were
most valued.

Goals

Fincher (197S. p. observed that institutions find it necessary to
take an inventory 01 goals and objectives when there is a loss of sus-
tained momilitum or a failing sense of direction. As already discussed
in an earlier diaper. institutions of ;ligher education have been sub-
jected to rigorous gliestioning of purpose during the past decade. The
response has been the crealion and use of schemata of goals and ob-
jectives such as developed bv Peterson and Uhl (1977), Gross and
Gratubsdi (1974), and Lenning et al. 1977. Such schemata are being
used increasingly in program evaluations.

Conrad (1974) declared ihat in most universities, goals are often
implicit. residing in an extended body of collective understanding
rather than in explicit statements. Romney and Micek (1977) de-
scribe efforts to translate goals into measureable objectives. They note
that a major (hill( idly in making this translation is the identification
and agreement on pieces of es idence that demonstrate progress to-
ward the achievement of established goals. As an example, Institu-
tional Goal Inventory 061). an instrument developed by Educational
Testing Service (Peterson and Uhl 1977). was used to compare the
existing and ideal goals of faculty, trustees. and administrators at
.15 colleges representing six major categories of institutions. The
chief con( Insion was that very little actual measurement of outcomes
that the diffetent groups telt ought to be measured took place.

Outcome;
_

I.enning (1977) provides a thorough ahalysis of extent configura-
tions for uwasm ON the ouhomes of postsecoudary education. Ile
summarizes es that affect individuals. institutions. society in
general. these gum!), simultaneously, lie lists six attributes of an
()ominy. First is lorm: ;111 0111C011ie must be a product, all event. or
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a condition. Second. is the change status: whether the outcome pre-
serves or alters the status quo of relationships and/or conditions. The
essence of what is dianged or maintained, known as focus, is the third
attribute. The value neutrality of an outcome is the fourth attribute.
The ease of measurement is the fifth attribute, and the final attribute
is duration.

Five other fat tors boost understanding of outcomes. They are:
which functional unit of the institution produces the outcomes; for
whom the benefit is intended and who actually receives it; whether
the outcome was intended: when and where the outcome occurred
(p. 20).

Afeer careful work in building a comprehensive outcomes structure,
NC:HEMS developed a series of standardized questionnaires to collect
information from two-year and four-year college students in five cate-
gories: those just entering, those re-enrolling, those leaving without
completing a program, those graduating or completing a program, and
recent alumni ((;ray et al. 1979) . These instruments ar e. already focal
points for many prOgram evaluations.

Social Indicators

The Department of F.ducation in Oregon has a goal of setting its
course of activitio based on empirically verified needs. Without suf-
ficient funds to expand student assessment efforts to gather that data,
the use of indicators has been considered the most reasonable alter-
native (Impara 1977). Clemmer (1977) discussed the conceptual social
indicator model that has been derived for the Oregon setting. Several
types of.indicators have been included in the Oregon approach: input,
context:output (performance) , and societal (side-effect) . Based on a
review of the literature of social indicators and analyses of the pro-
faned use of indicators by the Oregon Department of Education,
jaegar suggested certain criteria for the selection or development of
indicators. They should be: expressed in quantitative terms; time-
referenced; direolv and demonstrably related to a statewide goal; in-
put indicators or context indicators, demonstrably related to at least
one pc: formance intik:nor or societal indicator; and accompanied by
estimated measurement error for user enlightenment (jaegar 1977,
p. 22) .

Iloweser. aegar declared the principal contributors to this area
ol researdi seem .ilmost oblivious to problems of psychometric ade-
(Indus.. althoogh he does credit Lan(l and Spilerman (1975) and De-
Neukille (1975) with considering construct validity problems briefly
(jaegar 1977. p
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Van Alstyne (197M) provi&s us with a perspective for seeing the
use of 'tun( alms at institutional and total system levels of post-
secondary education. She notes that disersity and access are meaning-
ful only'when applied to the whole system of opportunities (p, 460).

Rossi and Gihnartin (1977) peculate that the future of social in-
dicators win be characterized by a much wider group of data con-
sumers. This is because the average person in future societies will
have greater numerical abilities than is presently true. Another reason
is that more government paograms will require program evaluations.

Not Getting Trapped by Goals
. _

Weiss has concisely stated that too much attention to the goals of a
program can dimMish the impatt of an evaluation: among the many
reasons for thenegative pall of esaluation results is that studies have
accepted bloated promises and political rhetoric as authentic pro-
grams goals (1973, p. 44).

Floden and Weiner (1976, p. 4) observed that because few goals
have the strong support of a majority of citizens, the goals written into
legislation will be vague enough to permit different constituencies to
read in their own goals. Further difficulties in measurement arise be--
cause the outcomes of programs are obscured by the complex social
context in, which they oc( ur, and public goals often change dUring an
evaluation process.

Deutscher (1977) summarited previous research on Organizational
behavior, noting that organitations are rarely what they pretend to be
by virtue of their stated goals. He referenced specific theoretical con-
cepts that were developed for describing the evolution of goals, in-
eluding goal displacement and goal succession.

Three ways to avoid the goal trap (Ittring program evaluation have
been offered by Weiss (1973): (I) slew success in terms of process,
(2) be attentive to the unintended, and (3) negotiate a realistic

scenario.
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Purposes and Process

There are so many ways to conduct program evaluation that
guidance is needed from respected practitioners about how to take
the right action at the right time. In additicl, to the selection of
formal evaluation motlels, decisions also have to be made about im-
plementation of process dements such as Who? What? and Why?

Purposes

Lent (1974. p. 25) offers a useful trichotomy of purposes of program
evaluation: program planning. program improvement, and program
justification. Activities for program planning include an P..zurate
diagnosis Of client needs, the identification of program supporters and
opponents. and delineation of means for attaining desired goals. Pro-
gram improvement activities include comparisons with similar pro-
grams. improved communications among program participants, ob-
servations of whether strategies are working as planned, and con-.
dusions about the adequacy of program responsiveness and flexibility.
Activities viewed as falling under program justification may be listed
as measuring the level of continued support for a program, discover-
ing what supporters aml opponents want to know about the program,
demonstrating adherence to authorizing agreements, and advocating
a flume status (expansion, reduction. maintenance, or elimination of
the program).

Phasec of an Evaluation Proems

Ilarshman (1979) examined many cAluation models or approaches
taking note of similar component activities. Three phases of activities
woe observed. First is the foundation phase that forms the basis for
subsequent evaluation actions. Activities included in this first phase
wmild he identifing the dec isions to he made, determining the goals
and values of importance, and setting standards or establishing cri-
teria. second phase of activities, the information phase, consists of
the sjwcification. collection, anaksis, and reporting of information.
The judgments phase, whit h is the last, consists of three steps: a com-
parison of the reports from the information phase with the standards
specified in the foundations phase; an analysis of how and why various
elements «nithine to produce an effect; and making recommendations
(p. 25).



Process Particulars

Mims (1978) provides an excellent discussion of options for design-
ing a review process lit general, there are four types of groups for
producing a prow am review process design: administrators, faculty,
consultants, and a mixture of the other grout. A mixture group may
be more useful and have greater support from the groups represented.

Three sources at ideas for the design process were described: adop-
tion intact front other sources, mo(hfication of a process used else-
where (a(Laptation), and specially created processes. While adoption
of a process would result in the shortest time before implementation
and would permit the use of a proveu process, its results may be least
fitted to the needs of the institutional constituents.

Mims also discussed several general characteristics of design
processes. The design gronp can choose to operate in an open, con-
sultative style or a relatively closed style. Some degree of openness is
said to promote acceptance of the design and of the results (p. 5), MI
specifics of the review process can be spelled out prior to implementa-
tion or smite details can be detet mined later. The former method of
planning is termed a complete, comprehensive design, while the latter
is called an emergent or phased approach. An evolving design process
is thought to be appropriate when the institution is undergoing rapid
(hange, when there is genuine uncertainty as to how to proceed, and
when the institution is not highly experienced in program review
(Mims 1978, p. 5).

Timing

The timing and form of evaluation activities depends very much
on the purpose of the evalnation. Tlw three major purposes of evalua-
tion are represented by needs assessment, formative evaluation, and
summative evaluation (Ball 1979). Needi assessment provides data
for deci(hng whether to start a program. Formative evaluation is de-
signed to feedback to program managers to aid in program improve-
ment through modification, It usually occurs during the initial im-
plementation of a program.

In (ontrast, snmmative evaluation is nsed uydetermine the overall
worth of a program as the basis for expansi,6n, maintenance, or ex-
tinction. It normally takes placc. after one complete cycle of program
semi«. has been completed and is frequently (lone by an outside
evaluator, Stake offers a (lever way to remember this sequence of
evaluation: "When the cook tastes the soup, it is formative evalua-
tion, and When the gnests taste the soup it is summative" (1976, p. 19).
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Although the formative/summative dichotomy has become almost
a universal truth after its introduction by &riven in 1967, Scriven
has recently' (1979) introduced the concept of preformative evaluation.
Activities said to characterize this stage of evaluation are getting the
evaluation budgeted and stalled, predicting probable program effects,
.and collecting baseline data.

Smith and Sanders (1975, p. 4) ,slescribe a predevelopmental phase
of formative evaluation which includes the logical and empirical
analysis of needs: in contrast. Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971,
p. 91) separate a diagnosis phase of activity from formative evaluation.

far, no tommon terminology is found universally.

Standing Committee veras .4.1 Hoc 1a 5k hffre
Dressel (197h) pointed out some problems of using a standing

committee. It must rely on the same channels of communication for
gathering information as it has mud for all other tasks. Its members
establish interpersonal ties they feel obligated to defend. To avoid
this latter difficulty. the State University of New York at Albany em-
ployed only external ilmstiltants to review its graduate programs
(Mingle 197S). On the other hand, the Academic Vice Chancellor of
the University of Illinois at Urbana carefully balanced disciplines
and perspectives of education in choosing committee members (Bras-
kamp 1979).

Com parat ive A pproach

Scriven ( l967) distinguishes between «nliparative and noncompara-
tive evaluation. choosing the compaiative orientation since decisions
frequentls have to be made among competing alternatives. He main-
tains that it is t %tough to klentity which piogram can produce the
greater effects without splai9ing why one pnwam workt bet-
ter than the mil«. I his t task Scriven sees belonging to the edu-
tational researt

Vhethei it is plow 1)(1 %Mind or external evaluators that have
begun to emplos a comparative esaluation process, it is necessary to
identify an apptopriate thmiain ol peer institntions. Im.reasingly, the
techniques for making pea «nnparisons have be«nne more systematic.

Bet entls, lii emplosing a (hist«. .malytit model for grouping peer
inst it in ions lot rese.udi and admih. .ive purpos(s, Terenzini et al.
0979) nidic,ued iuijii ovements over earlier tedmiques for classifying
institutions hs reducing the arbitrariness and a priori specification of
the classification stun nue, as well as the inability to a«ommodate
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more than a few dassifi( Aim criteria. The authors cautioned readers
about the need to telme akpirati(ms to environmental constraints,
while avoiding inappropriate levelling of quality. ln a very formal
way. both 114 higan and New York have incorporated the peer institu
tion into their state funding formulas (p. 21).

Measures of Use
_ _ .

Hutchinson describes three criteria for measuring the use of evalua-
tive data by dedsion-makets. The first critetion, completeness, is the
percentage of the decisions ol a given decision-maker that are made to
some extent with the use of the evaluation data. The decision-maker
is asked to maintain a log of what information, if any, is used in
making a dedsion. Focus. the'second criterion, indicates the extent to
wlUch data Were inovided tor the most important decisions. Hence,
the decision-maker is asked to designate on the decision/data log which
are the more impoitant decisions. Finally, the third criterion, ef.
fidencv. refers to the percentage of the evaluation data used in making
decisi(ms. The use of predesigned data-gathering techniques can be
the source of very poor efficiency of evaluation data use. Such-
man (1%7) stated that measures of fficiency arise from the examina-
tion of alternative program approaches terms of costs: money, time,
personnel, and public convenience.

Cost

Cost-effectiveness analysis emerges front the more general framework
of (Ost-benefit analysis. The comparison of the monetary value of
benefits with the monetary value of costs provides a measure for
assessing the relative attractiveness of alternatives (Levin 1975, p 6).
A basic assmnption for -employing cost-benefit analysis is that the
benefits ol a given inogram (an be valued by their market prices. Un-
fortunatelv. main social program outcomes do not have market values.
In these many instant es it is more important to relate costs to the
actual physical or psychological ont«nnes rather than their monetary
value (p. 9). Stith a cost-ellectiveness appwach tan be modified later
into a cost-benefit analssis a4ec experience demonstrates a market
value for services and pnalticts.

One itdditional and similar apjnoach to evaluation deserves men-
tion. Uost utihts analysis employs the dec ision-maker's subjective views
in valuing the ont«mtes ot alternative strategies (Fisher 1961,, pp. 33.
19). Fhis technique is thought to be most theful where a complex set
of ont«nnes is associated with each alternative course of action (Lif.
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son 1968). Once the der ision-maker determines the outcomes of alter-
native policy approadies and their utilities to him, these utilities are
related to costs and piobabilities or achieving the anticipated out-
comes. The main Objective becomes that of achieving the greatest
utility within a fixed budget (cost)

Levin (1975) pros ides a discussion and examples of how to de.
termine the costs 01 program compotwnts. lie advises evaluators to
expend (loll deteimine costs in proprtion to the anticipated
magnitude of contribution that the particular type of resource will
make to the total cost of the program (p. 29) . Levin also demonstrates
that there are situations for which a marginal cost-effectiveness ap-
prom h is most appropriate. For example, it would be vvluable in
helping a decision-maket droose between expanding an existing pro-
gram or initiating another similar one (p. 5O).

The speed with which one program rather than another produces
desired results can be an important consideration (utility) for a de.
cision-maker. even in preference to-a long-term greater effectiveness by
another (slower) program. An appropriate discounting of value (utility)
in accordance with the pi eference for speed is required in such cir-
cumstances.
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Pressing Problems

Sanders (1979, p. 1.1) re%iewed seven ( m rent evaluation primers on
the basis of 13 essential topits. Those reitiving the lightest coverage
were iiletermining value. maintaining ethkal staudaids, adjusting for
external factors (political considerations), and evaluating evaluations.
These situations and a few other piessing poblems appear to deserve
the additional discussion that follows.

Ethics and Standards

The planning for an evaluation should include an anticipation of
potential conflicts among clients, evaluators, and audiences. As a
standard practice there is a need to specify: (1) which existing pro-
gram records will be examined; (2) what will be done with that col-
lected data; and (3) who will have access to the completed evaluation
report. Agreement should he reached on which sources of information
are to remain anonymous and ''at safeguards will be taken to in-
sure such confidentiality.

Understandings must alsi) emerge on how much freedom evaluators
have to collect infornution beyond that specifically requested by the
contracting organization. Regardless of whether the latter conditiolk is
the subject of agreement. consensus is also needed on the extent Ito
which outsiders can ieview the evaluation findings. Smh a consensus
may be part of a statement about the right of the.client to terminate
an evaluation process.

Anderson and Ball (1978) strongly advocate that evaluators should
make their personal and professional value preferences clear. In the
most useful way evaluators discuss how their biases are reflected in
the choice of elements within the research design and implementation.
As an aid to evaluatorsAnderson and Ball have prepared a table
(pp. 122-123) which shows how the design, measurement, analysis, and
interpretation of an evaluation can be altered by an evaluator's prefer.
ence for any one side of up to seven different bipolar ways of viewing
the scope of an evaluation: (I) phenomenological versus behavioristic;
(2) absolutist versus comparative; (3) independent versus dependent;
(4) programmatic versus theoretical; (5) narrow scope versus broad
scope; (6) high intensive versns low intensive; (7) process versus
product. Also. professional value differences frequently emerge from
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the different disciplinary backgrounds of esaluators. For instance, a
sodologist may have preferences for context measurement as a pri-
mary method for conducting an evaluation, while a psychologist may
wish to focus on interpersonal or indivklual development.

Anderson and Kill have prepared another table that spells out
specific ethical responsibilities of both the evaluator and the com-
missioner of an evaluation during different phases of an evaluation
process: making a iontract; fulfilling the contract with as little inter-
ference of the program as possible; handling delicate extracontractual
matters (unlawful practices, unsound activities); disseminating a bal-
anced (objective) report; and guiding secondary evaluators (pp. 150-
152).

In a background paper for the National Commission for the Pro-
tection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research,
Campbell and Cecil (1977) assert that research in program evaluation,
social experimentation, social-indicator research, survey research, sec-
ondary analysis of researdi data, and statistical analysis of data from
administrative records are and should be covered by Public Law
93-348 and other rights-of-subjects legislation. In such situations, they
recommend the use of a.conditional clearance affidavit in lieu of a
full review by the appropriate institutional review board in most
cases. Further, the authors suggest that changes in data collection
procedures would be reviewed, not changes in administrative policy
implementation. Ako advocated by the authors is extending the right
of informed conwnt into these areas of research, plus informing re-
spondents of the risks of verificational interviews and subpoena of
information where these risks exist (p. 21).

Another major focus of the ethics of program evaluation. centers on
whether there should be professional standards for evaluators. Prior
to discussing specifw qualifications under consideration across the
country, it k important to take note of objections raised against mak-
ing use of any standards now. Such objections have been summarized
succinctly by the U.S. Government Accounting Office (1978). In the
first place. standards niav unduly restrict the supply of evaluators,
driving up the cost of collecting evaluation data. Secondly, it has been
hypotlwsized that the pment finw may he too early in the evolution
of the evaluation profession to develop meaningful standards. In
addition. an urging has been made that evaluation be viewed more
like the journalism profession, which is seldom restricted, rather than
the more regulated professions of law, medkine, and accounting.
Finally, it is observed that standards for the sufficiency of evidence
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may restrict an evaluator's capacity to provide data in time for use
in a decision (p. 22).

Standar&

In May 1974 the joint Committee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation .began work on a volume to deal with issues and criteria
for program and curriculum evaluation. This committee has 17 mem-
bers representing a variety of educational organizations: the American
Educational Research Association, American Psychological Associa-
tion, National Council of Measurement in Education, American Per-
sonnel and Guidance Association, American Association for School
Administrators, Education Commission of the States, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, American Federation of
Teachers. National Assodation of Elementary School Principals, Na-
tional Education Association, and the National School Boards Asso-
ciation. With a grant from the Lilly Endowment a nationwide panel
of !iti experts was given a chalice. to discuss and write about various
educational standards. Then a set ies of public hearings was held to
permit wide opportunities for input and consideration.

Although the committee had initially planned to prepare both a
detailed and a condensed version of the standards, work has stopped
on the simplified version. The detailed version will probably include
for each standard: a rationale, a list of guidelines for meeting the
standard, a list of pitfalls commonly encountered by inexpeerienced
evaluators in meeting the standard, and potential conflicts between
the given standard and others. The four major areas of focus are
accuracy, utility. propriety, and feasibility. The final standards should
be published in 1980.

Brzezinski (1979) used the draft standards for educational evalua-
tion in analyzi.ig eight esaluation reports, which had been nominated
to Division H of the American Educational Research Association for
consideration in their 1978 evaluation awards'competition. Her self-
admitted cursory review showed that seven of the thirty standards
were quite evident (six of the seven were from the accuracy category).
The seventh prominent standard was balanced reporting from the
proprietary categors. References to an additional ten standards were
discernible, mostlY from the accuracy category. but there were three
from the milks categor and one from the feasibility category. Finally.
she concluded that thirteen of the total thirty standards were not
discernible in the evaluation reports examined. Four standards were
from the milks category. seven were from the proprietary category
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and two were from the feasibility category. Those reports displaying
the walest attention to educational standards were the longest and
most technical (p. 5).

The Federal Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) has estab-
lished 18 required considerations to determine quality edncational
products (Tallmadge 1977). Sevetal of their primary considerations
are defined by elements found in at least two of the ateas of the
Standards for Educational Evaluation. For instance, this is true for
educational significance. generalizability, and credibility. However,
after reviewing the criteria stipulated for endorsement by the JDRP.
Hopkins (1977) expressed a strong reservation about their use. From
an economic standpoint, it was thought unlikely that any sponsors
would grant the time and funds needed to demonstrate satisfaction of
all )DRP standards. Questioned also was the vagueness of certain
standards (e.g. how professional the materials look).

Political Considerations.

Anderson ;Ind Ball (1975) provide a concise definition of the politics
of evaluation. It refers to the conzest of power and wills in the evalua.
tion setting. aimed.at getting credit for success or avoiding blame for
failure of current programs (p. 282). They observe that several com-
mon rationalitations may be given to diminish the value of doing an
evaluation: the effects of the program arc long range and cannot be
measured well in a short period of time; the effects of the program
are not measured well by existing instruments because they are very
complicated: the impact and effectiveness of the program cannot be
properly measured set because the individuals most in need of it are
not vet partiripating: and only those people who have been intensely
involved in the program (An estimate its impact.

Weiss (1975. p. 185) provide, a vivid description of how different
audiences await an evainatoCs data as tactics in an ongoing political
struggle. Politicians are concerned with satisfying constituents and
keeping polititalls advantageous programs alive, whether or not they
ae(omplish their stated goals.

In the fit SI issue of the newsletter of the Evaluation Research So.
/jets', Cronhach (1977. p. I) declares that evaluation is first and fore-
most a political ct;vity. What is said to be needed is a political
scientist to ask I.aswellian questions: What is the motivation for
setting up an evaluation? for agreeing to let evaluators collect data
in one's school or rommunity? for focusing upon, or ignoring, the
evaluator's report?



Use of Evaluative Data

The extent to which information is used to make decisions that will
improve program performance is negligible according to several or-
ganizational theorists (March and Simon 1958; Cyert and March 1963;
Steinbruner 1971). They show that organizations search for new ideas
and practice% only when current performa,nce falls below satisfactory
levels. It must be further noted that the time required for evaluative
information to influence decision.makers is much longer than usually
suggested (Cohen and Garet 1975).

Poulton (1978) discusses factors in the organizational environment
that influence the uw of program reviews. First, he considers man-
ageable factors. The credibility and perceived openness of the process
are important. Credibility is enhanced by the use of top-quality people
and recomnwndations that can be generalized to several settings or
programs (p. 12). Internal communications to program staff members
that convey fairness, candor, and flexibility boost the use of evalua-
tions. The early delineation of what roles different people will play
in the evaluatioo p1 ocess maximizes an understanding of the extent
of involvement and support for an evaluation.

Poulton also disc ussed factors that were not manipulable by the
evahiator: how responsive given organizational units will be to par-
tkipating in a program review, and whether the administrative climate
is sufficiently stable and supportive to permit development and imple-
mentation of the program review.

The principal recommendations offered to guide evaluators in the
preparation of useful repoits focus on determining who the decision-
makers will be, what information they will need, and when they will
need that information. Morris and FitzGibbon (1975) describe a
process for figuring likely negative attitudes of the audience mem-
bers and then adjusting the reporting process accordingly. For exam-
ple, fac tilt membets Inas have the attitude that special meetings are
a drain on their valuable planning time. Recommended adjustments
include putting the information in a brochure, on the hulletin hoard,
or appearing only at a regularly scheduled faculty meeting (p. 30).

A major suggestion for preparing a presentation scheme is the use
of multiple formats. In addition to a detailed report, leaflet-like
summaries and oral presentations are also advocated.

Within the same report, encouragement is given to presenting data
in diverse ways: verbal, numerical (tables), and graphical. When tables
and graphs are to be employed they should he written prior to the
narrative. Both tables and graphs should be designed to be self-
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explanatory, since some readers may only look at them and not read
the report.

Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1975) provide readers with an entire chap-
ter on how to prepare a variety of graphs and tables so that they are
most easily understwd by audiences. Particularly for an oral report,
the authus recommend starting with simple and large visuals. In some
cases the indication of trend data as shown by iplus-and-minus signs
may be eaier to understand than actual data (p. 58). Tables are quite
appropriate for showing the relationship among,program components
and the timeline for a project.

Several suggestiohs are made by Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1975) on
how to improve the leadability of the evaluation report: define tech-
nical terms that are likelv to be unfamiliar; use active verbs; use
short sentences and paragraphs; and personalize the narrative when-
ever possible (p. 35). Popham advocated the inclusion of a verbatum
transcript or anecdotal accounts of specific events to illustrate what
activities ate transphing within the program (1975, p. 261).

employment of adversary (contrasting) descriptions of the
samy plogram mas help readers see more clearly the range of advan-
tages and disadvantages of a given inograin than an "objective" view
from one viewpoint. For such an approach. one staff member is given
the responsibility to paint a positive picture while another staff mem-
ber would 'mint a negative pkture. The detrimental effects of hay-
ing writers of unequal writing skills can be softened by having one
poson edit both viewpoints or one person write both the positive and
negative accounts. This approach has been well exemplified by Stake
uiul tjerde (1973).

Providing program stall with an opportunity to offer a rejoinder to
the evaluator's recommendations before they are made public. is the
subject ol tonsiderable debate. For oral presentations. using a co-
presenter from the agent y being evaluated is a recommended tech-
nique in lieu ol lacing hostile audiences. Involving the audience in
Ow presentation also lowers the resistance ol people to new informa-
tion.
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Future Inquences on Program Evaluation

A spatial configuration destiibed by Vind le (1978) has consider.
able merit as an aid in gtasping the current divergent thinking about
program evaluation and its likely destinations Ill the future. Ile views
the scope of interest, in itrocoinn evaluation as three concentric circles.
The smallest swim! ol imutust is rejuesentetl by viewing program
evaluathm as simpls teseatch to [Iodine objective Information others
can apply. A Luger sphete of interest is reflective of juogram values
and those of its statl. Find Ils. the largest sphere of interest encompasses
both .stualler There, 01 inlet est and also int hales three societal in-
terests in set %ties: ta\p.ket adsocat V. titi/ett ailsot;hy (protection and
p.oblem solution are wanted). Mid collSWIRT advocacy (fair treat-
ment. whit It woiks unsaid independence).

S.vstematic Hewitt-0i about Techniques

Popham (1971) dust tibes the unit al need tor systematic research
ab)ut the elle( tiseness of s Akins evaluation techniques. For instance,
he now, that thew is sirtually 110 empirit al evidence about the most
elle( dye neokassessinellt approach tn how to weigh criteria in reach-
ing a summatise lodgment c p. H I). The amount of interference with
ongoing plow am at tis ities also needs to be part of the investigations
ol whit h let lintipies are r. ost Met live.

tiephatt p. re«.tulv declared that we now have a critical
mass (il people wilt king on the,explitation ()I evaluation such that it
no longer seems WI Itik optimistic to predict that wotk currently
underwas will mut ge by the start of tlte thAt decade to give us the
conteptual and methodologit al (Laity that has been so elusive.

Alternative Evaluative Criteria
Fo mow lank idle( I the objet (Ives and values of unconventional

progtams it is Well net cssal to employ alto native criteria for evalua-
tion. ( ooier (1979) dist usses one example, criteria that are particularly
relevant to Ow nonnaditional delivery approaches. which he labels
distante edthation. \ties, is said to icier to NI many people and
what kinds of pet)plt. hAse progiam tesotat es available to them. A
siqoud II net ion would ineastne the appopriateness of tlte program to
the needs awl eypet tatii his of tat get wimps served. Gooler cautions
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his reader that the relevancy is not static, since needs do change (p.
47) The quality of program offerings is a third criterion. Included
within this criterion is the logic of the -product and its scope. A
fourth cfiterion consists of learner outcomes, both intended and un-
intended, including the attitudes that participants develop toward
learning in general as well as toward the specific content covered.
The impact of a program is the fifth criterion to be examined. It re-
fers to the extent to which the program influences the mission, goals,
and practices of other programs, institutions, or individuals. The sixth
criterion is cost-elTectivenem. It is important to measure the com-
parative cost-effectiveness of the program in relation to alternative uses
of the same rrsources. Finally, the increase of our knowledge about
the general field of delivering educational opportunities is also a
criterion for evaluating such programs (p. 50).

Taxpayer Advocacy

Recent events in a number of states reflect increased taxpayer con-
cern about the cost of government programs and their effectiveness.
The shift of revenues for community colleges from local property
taxes to statelevel appropriations as a result of Proposition 13-type
tax.relief measures may result in greater scrutiny of institutional pro-
grams by state officials. McCartan quotes the California Legislative
Analyst as suggesing that Proposition-13 changes may mean the re-
evaluation of the state's policy toward oversight of the community
colleges (p. 39). In fact, it is observed, the.State Department of Fi-
nance. the Legislative Analyst, and the California Postsecondary Edu-
cation Commission have endorsed the practice of annual reviews of
communitv colkge budget requests.

The development and use of indicators of program administration
represents a promising avenue for improving program evaluation.
Sigelman (1976) suggested seven standards for evaluation of the quality
of administration in the American state governments: professional
quality as defined by (1) expertise, (2) information processing ca-
pacitv. (3) innovativeness, (4) efficiency: and political quality as de-
fined hy (5) representativeness, (6) partisan neutrality, and (7) in-
tegrity. These standards were derived from the research literature on
public and private organitations.

The embryonic nature of research in this area is demonstrated by
the fact that Sigelman did not suggest any indicators for the standards
01 efficiency and integrity. For two of the standards, innovativeness
and partisan neutrality, he suggested only one indicator measure. All
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or

indicatois that i eprescill standards, including those multiple indica-
tors for expertise, inhamation processing capacity, and representative-
ness had 'not hem examined tor validityior teliability. Obviously,
much research I emains to be done.

Citizen Advocacy

Quality assulante is a process for pinviding citizen protection and
reduced costs. It was los! manflated by ledel al healt.hcare legislation.
Woy et al. (1978, p. 4 31) made a comparison of the contrasting
eniphaws 01 piogi am evaluation and qualify assurance. 1Vithin the
health context tor Whif li the ainhors write, quality assurance (in con-
trast to program evaluation) is generally ptient/chen( specific, relies
more on peer review (lathei than administrative review), employs
consensual methods (f :filler than empirif al aml normative approaches)
to derive evaluative criteria. and has minimal aggregation of data com-
monly gathered through manual methods (rather than computer in-
formation systems).

In addition, the authors non..t1 the gradual trend toward convergence
ol quality .hscii ant I. and program evaluation. Key ways this would

. happen im hale sharing data. virlitipation of evaluators in the peer
review notes., And die input of a Yariety of prolessional staff to the
progra i evaluation process (pp. -140-4'11).

'Consumer Advocacy

Cohen asset led that productivity in the human services has been
achieved where Nei %ice i esults in empowerment of the individual. This
owns when that cons.unel is able to (1) establish and achieve ap-
propriate purposes, (2) clarity personal values and (kat with value
issues, (3) effectively umlerstand hitn- or herself as well as others, (-1)
negotiate and work through the systems which affect his or her life.
and (5) deselop mtul nw needed skills (1978. p. 38) . A citizen em-
)owerment (hail has been prepared by Cohen to facilitate the measur-

ing of pfogress towaf d cI t.uifhi 1cm y on the five dimensions of em-
powerment (pp.

In an ;malssis 01 slate goyernmein action, .jung et al. (1977) showed
how stale lit ening laws and regulations contrasted with the Edu-
cation ( ;oninti ssion of I lie States model legislation for approval of
postsecond,its educational institntions on a variety of facets: purpose,
govern:inn% and operrt ion: course length, content, and objectives; de-
gree requirements: stall qualifications; physical facilities; financial
stahiliiv; losine of materials., minimal qualifications for
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entering students; recruiting practices; ieLordt.,_eping practices; refund
policies; and placement. In most cases, a majority of states did not
have regulation as ol lanituy 1977.

In simunary, it appears that there are many possibihties for student
legal suits and/or federal and state intervention; however, concerted
efforts to do program evaluation have been widely evident only dur-
ing the past (keade. Niqy there is that eritkal mass of people and
ideas Ir Om many dim iplines that is likely to forge worthy evaluation
processes

is
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Summary and Implications

To facilitate cotueptual clarity, this report began by distinguishing
between .researth and evaluation. Broad generalizability of data is
characteriitic of eseatth, while immediate application to specific de-
cisions is the overall purpose of evaluation.

Diverse ways of using evaluation can be considered by reflecting on
the similes of evaluation discussed in this report. Both evaluators and
those who request evaluation must be alert to the multiple purposes
that can be attributed to an evaluation process. These individuals
also need an understanding of the general approaches to conducting
an evaluation (experimental. ecological. and eclectic) to athieve max-
imum comprehension and adaptability.

Since program evaluations have their greatest impact within the
context of the budget process, an examination was made of the dif-
ferent roles various budget approaches play in program evaluation.
Although considerably Mote effort and imagination are required-to
complete performance or zerobase budgets than incremental or formu-
la budgets, the investment of time pays off in more suitab.e docu-
ments and prof esses for a quality program evaluation.

Another set of perspef tives on the conduu of program evaluation
corresponds to institutional level: department, campus, multicampus
office, coordinating agency for higher education, and state legislative
audit unit. Despite ars ing elements. common decisions about exact
approathes can be found..on each level; for instance, whether all pro-
grams will be es alnated rather quickly or a sample more intensively.
Also the dominance ol piogram goals over the evaluation process must
be determined at eat It lest+ Varying amounts of encouragement can
be given to the discovers of unanticipated outconies in addition to the
attainment of stated goals.

Ptocedures for conduf ting a prftgram evaluation are selected to a
laige deglee by doet milling the pmpow of the evaluation. Form does
follow function. whether it be needs assessment, program adjustment,
or progt,un verdict.

Superior evaluations result from attention to proper timing, the
use of multiple me.hines and diverw instruments. and consideration
for potential ethical klile111111:1%.

pINV;110 vvaloatioil is sAiii by fotind in multidisci.
plinar% elfotts that scrse «nisumers and ciiin.ns. as well as program
personnel and legklatuts.
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